Transport and Logistics
Trexee is a product suitable for every company
that within the scope of its business lends or
borrows something.

What do transport and logistics companies
appreciate the most?
The ability to monitor freight, vehicles, and employees without the
need for complex installation.
The ability to check compliance with the planned route and
monitoring of stops.
The ability to use the product only when freight is en route.
The ability to check compliance with the previous points, when
freight has left the warehouse, when it has crossed a border, when
it has arrived at the customer’s location, etc.
The ability to check delivery of freight to the customer by the
contractually agreed deadline; Trexee makes it possible for the driver
to inform the client about potential changes or delays and thereby
avoid unpleasant situations.
The ability to transfer the module without the need for installation
and the risk of contractual fines and related flexibility for selection of
the vehicle/freight that will be monitored.
Availability of information about vehicle and freight coordinates
without limitations on data and availability of the signal.
Coverage throughout the EU as part of service with no limitation of
data. And thanks to GDSP, Trexee also provides the greatest
availability of signal among all solutions on the market.
The ability to inform the customer about the status of a consignment.
Relief for dispatchers, who spend up to a third of their time
resolving customer queries regarding consignment status. Trexee
makes it possible to inform customers regularly.
Support during compliance with legislative rules for completion of
the trip log.
Extreme battery life.

What other benefits do companies get?
Checking of freight shifting during transport and avoiding potential
damage to it. Thanks to monitoring, the company can guarantee that
the goods will be transported without accident. This guarantee is
typically important for transporting structures, electronics, etc.
The ability to monitor the temperature of freight thanks to
temperature sensors in the Maxi module; Trexee can inform about
fluctuations in temperature around individually set boundaries. This
function is typically important for companies that carry food or other
goodssusceptible to changes in temperature (Coldchains).
Prevention of the misuse of company property by employees.
Prevention of false reporting of insurance claims. Trexee offers
transport companies evidence of the coordinates of vehicles in the
event of a false allegation of accident or property damage.
A complete overview of the company’s property and clients.

